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Justice Anthony Kennedy Announced
as Keynote Speaker
for Law Review Symposium
BV CALEB DULIS

Staff Writer
At 4:00 in the afternoon on October
15th, in the Jack Morton Auditorium,
the George Washington Law Review's
fall symposium will begin with a key
note address by Supreme Court Justice
Anthony Kennedy. The return of the an
nual symposium will bring distinguished
law faculty from around the country to
participate in a series of panel discussions
on this year's topic, "Judicial Review:
Historical Debate, Modern Perspectives,
and Comparative Approaches." The final
schedule has yet to be announced, but the
panels will run throughout the day on
Friday, October 16th, concluding with a
reception in the afternoon. All panels are
open to students, but Justice Kennedy's
keynote address will be a ticketed event,
with tickets allotted via lottery. However,
organizers are working on adding an
element of otiline participation to this
fall's symposium, potentially expanding
the audience. More information on all
elements of the symposium will be forth
coming in the next few weeks, on both the
Law School portal and also the Review's
website, which is currently undergoing a
redesign.
According to Review Editor-in-

Chief Mark Taticchi, the symposium is faculty members and then, in concert with
"a good opportunity to bring together the the faculty, made a decision from among
best and brightest for a dialogue in per those suggestions. The right topic can
son." And that dialogue goes on after the serve as a means of enticing individual
symposium closes, as panel participants scholars to participate in the event.
This year's focus on judicial review
will often develop their comments into
articles, which the Review then publishes. was partly inspired by recent books pub
GW students have the opportunity to lished by two of the participants, Philip
join in, thanks to receptions and meet- Hamburger of Columbia and Barry Fried
and-greets where audience members can man, professor and vice dean at NYU.
interact directly with the panelists. "It's a Their books, Law and Judicial Duty and
great opportunity to learn and meet them The Will of the People, respectively, serve
and make some contacts," said Taticchi. as the center of discussion for two of the
"The people we have coming are terrific," Friday panels, after which each professor
will offer an "Author Reply." GW Law
he added.
The process of bringing in outstand Professor Renee Lerner, who was closely
ing participants begins far in advance of involved with organizing the symposium,
the actual event. This year, organizers be said that, with the appearance of these
gan working on the symposium in March. books "and great interest in judicial re
As Rebecca Bianchi, Senior Projects Edi view by comparative scholars, it seemed
tor for the Review, and the person largely a good time to hold a symposium on the
responsible for handling and organizing topic."
the event, said, "Planning a symposium is
The conjunction of their scholar
[a] ton of work. There are a lot of moving ship with the symposium topic made it
pieces in terms of lining up panelists and easy to attract Hamburger and Friedman
setting up the logistics."
early in the process. Because of their close
Among the biggest of those pieces engagement with the topic at hand, they
is the year's topic. The Review's senior then helped to find panel participants with
editorial board solicited topic ideas from similar interests, according to Taticchi.

Law School Battles With
Bookstore Over Textbook
Shortages
BY JEREMIAH NEWHALL

Staff Writer
Twenty professors have complained
to Associate Dean Gregory Maggs that
the bookstore refuses to stock enough
books for their students. According to
Maggs, he initially received two or three
complaints, then contacted the faculty as
a whole to ask if any other classes has a
similar problem. The book shortage has
impacted at least twenty classes, with
many students unable to do the required
reading to participate in class discus
sion.
"The bookstore no longer wants to
order enough books for the whole class,"
Maggs said, because the bookstore's man
agement is concerned that many students
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SBA Corner
Students Get Ready for
SBA Senate Elections

will buy the books elsewhere.
Professor Richard J. Pierce, Jr.
found the bookstore's flat refusal to pro
vide enough texts for his students infuri
ating. "It is my hope that Dean Maggs
will devise a new system in which no GW
law student will ever again be dependent
on such an utterly unreliable supplier,"
Pierce said. He described the bookstore's
management as "utterly incompetent, ir
responsible liars."
"Professor Pierce is very angry.
The bookstore really let him down,"
Maggs said, "[but] the bookstore has a
legitimate concern." Maggs emphasized

See Bookstore on Page 6

A significant attraction for many at
tendees will be Justice Kennedy's keynote
address. 3L Mike Wagner, who attended
last year's symposium and is planning
on attending again, said, "It's certainly
exciting that Justice Kennedy will be com
ing. If his presence creates more interest
in the symposium in general, then that's
certainly a good thing."
Bianchi commented on the process
of bringing in a Supreme Court Justice.
"Kennedy has previously expressed an
interest in visiting GW, but this will be
his first time here. It is going to be a great
event!" Bianchi credited Professor Lerner
with convincing Kennedy to participate.
"I spoke with him for some time
about the symposium at GW," said Le
rner. "He immediately and enthusiasti
cally agreed to speak. He noted that he
has three former clerks at GW Law, As

sociate Dean Gregory Maggs, Professor
Orin Kerr, and me, and that he wanted to
'pay us a visit.'" Lerner felt that Kennedy's
appearance would be particularly ap
propriate, considering the topic of the
symposium, given that he has played a key
role in a number of decisions evaluating

See Kennedy on Page 9

Community Braces for
"Swine Flu" Impact
BY HEATHER BENTON

Staff Writer
The swine flue seems to have cre
ated some degree of hysteria throughout
the law school. The faculty have ad
dressed the issue during class and several
memos, from the deans to the student
population, addressing the pandemic and
precautions have been circulated. Not to
mention that there are sanitizers located in
the main entrances to the law school and
the building is so cold that a few students
have been seen wearing parkas just to keep
alert in class. But are all these precautions
really necessary or is this simply a case of
mass hysteria for an illness that is only as
serious as the seasonal flu?
The Center for Disease Control
(CDC) reports that swine flu is similar
in nature to other H1N1 viruses (the
seasonal flu) and it is contracted in the

same way. The symptoms are very simi
lar however; swine flu may demonstrate
additional manifestations of vomiting
and diarrhea. One significant difference
between the two viruses is that the swine
flu appears to significantly affect more
people in the 18 - 49 age range. Another
difference is that the swine flu has been
seen during the summer months when
seasonal flu is typically dormant. It is
important to note that 70 percent of
persons who have been hospitalized for
swine flu related illness are hospitalized
because they are in the high risk category.
The CDC considers high-risk persons to
be those who are pregnant, have asthma
or are otherwise immuno-compromised.
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Female Politicians Face
Unfair Fashion Scrutiny
BY HANNAH GEYER

Opinion Columnist
Last Wednesday, Elena Kagan
made her debut in front of the Supreme
Court as the first woman Solicitor General
in history. Leaving aside the implications
of systematic bias against women in posi
tions of power inherent in that statement,
let's talk about something else: her clothes.
Or, rather, the fuss everyone else made
about her potential oral argument clothing
choices, her actual oral argument clothes
clothes, and the clothes of every woman
in the political arena.
I'll admit, Kagan's clothing choice
when appearing in front of the Supreme
Court does have some historical sig
nificance. During oral arguments, Justice
Department attorneys have traditionally
been required to wear "morning clothes",

When I decide how
happy I am with a
potential SCOTUS
justice nominee, I look
at their record, not their
makeup technique.
which, from the pictures I've seen, can
be more accurately described as a weird

/BA
CORNER
BY JOHN SORRENTI

SBA President

From July 30 to August 2 this past
I summer, the American Bar Association
(ABA) held their annual ABA Confer
ence in Chicago. A few members of the
SBA were able to attend
and take part in some of the
educational classes offered
as well as attend the assem
bly meeting of the ABA's
Law Student Division. But
what exactly is the ABA
and what is its relationship
|to the GW SBA?
According to its web|site, the ABA is "the larg
est voluntary professional
(association in the world."
They also provide "law
school accreditation, con
tinuing legal education, information
about the law, programs to assist lawyers
and judges in their work, and initiatives
to improve the legal system for the pub
lic." The Law Student Division is "one
of the ABA's more than 30 sections, divi
sions, and forum committees under the
Association's umbrella." The objectives
of the Division include "represent[ing]
law students in the Association and to
represent the Association to law stu
dents; help[ing] shape the policies and
priorities that affect legal education;
and; creating] a deliberative forum for
the exchange and expression of law
student views and a voice to advocate
those views." The SBA President and
the ABA Representative from each ac
credited law school is a voting member
of the Division and thus attends the as
sembly meeting at the ABA Conference
and votes on any initiatives that may be
presented. This is a fairly cursory sum
mary so for more information see the
1 website at www.abanet.org.
On Saturday afternoon, the Law
| Student Division Assembly met for four
hours. Besides giving a couple hundred
future lawyers a chance to hear them
selves talk, the Assembly also gave us
|the chance to vote on a few "reports".

Specifically, two reports were intro
duced by the President of the Harvard
Law School SBA that dealt with work
ing and law school. One sought to
repeal Standard 304(f)
of the ABA's Standards
and Rules of Procedure
for Approval of Law
Schools which states
that "a student may
not be employed more
than 20 hours per week
in any week in which
the student is enrolled
in more than twelve
class hours." A second
report was presented
that sought to repeal
Standard 305-3 which
states "a law school may not grant
credit to a student for participation in
a field placement program for which
the student receives compensation."
The Standards are not binding. While
a law school can choose to have a more
(or less) stringent standard than those
adopted by the ABA, the Standards
still provide some necessary guidance
to accredited law schools around the
country. The two reports we voted
on basically would allow students to
work more than 20 hours per week and
receive credit for an outside placement
paid internship.
Both of these reports passed.
However, it is hard to see the impact of
this action. Just because these reports
passed the Law School Division As
sembly, it does not mean that the ABA's
standards are changed. The ABA Board
of Delegates (the governing body of the
ABA) will eventually need to pass these
reports in order for the actual ABA
standards to be changed. Should they
pass and should the standards change, it
is again important to note that any law
school would still be free to deviate from
the standards and restrict their students
from working more than 20 hours per

coat with tails, striped pants, vest, and
huge amounts of ugly. These clothes were
designed and chosen with men in mind,
but women who've argued in front of
See SBA on Page 1
the Court have also worn similar attire.
Instead, Kagan wore a black pantsuit
(or blue, depending on what source you that to the long-standing tradition of, say, ington Post as "striking" and "distract
consult). Great. That should be the end of commenting on Hillary Clinton's sartorial ing", as it suggested a "dominatrix" look.
the story, right? Not so! Traditionalists are, selections? An opinion article in the Okla- Eight months later, refusing to disappoint
to put it bluntly, freaking
homan (A newspaper its readers by focusing only on actual is
out, arguing that a lack of
from Oklahoma! Sur sues, the Post ran an article, entitled "A
ril admit, Kagan 'v
a "morning coat" shows
prise!) hypothesized Troubling Decision by Harriet Miers,
a lack of respect to the
that Clinton's choice "about the thwarted Supreme Court
clothing choice when
traditions of the Court.
of dark pantsuits was nominee's eyeliner. You read that right.
appearing in front of
But then, are people ever
an effort to "conceal Eyeliner was her "troubling decision".
really happy with what the Supreme Court does her bottom-heavy Not content with just detailing the ins and
female public servants
figure", yet with 535 outs of Miers' makeup choices, the article
have some historical
wear in public?
members of Con offered up a bit offashion advice, suggest
significance.
Of course, these are
gress, we hear noth- ing that Miers needed an "aesthetic fairy
ing about the male
public figures, and I'm
godmother" to explain that dark eyeliner
not surprised to see every
members' efforts to can look harsh. While I don't agree with
little move they make documented in the camouflage their aging, no-longer-taut Miers' politics, I can safely say that those
press. The problem comes, however, when bodies. Color me surprised.
politics are all the media should have
we see a disparity between the discus
The phenomenon is not just con cared about. When I decide how happy
sions about male and female politicians. fined to Clinton - we know that she is a I am with a potential SCOTUS justice
It's extremely rare for a male politician's woman that people love to hate (I, how nominee, I look at their record, not their
physical appearance to be commented on ever, just love her), nor is it confined to makeup technique. I won't even get into
in the media, and even more noteworthy one side of the aisle. Condoleezza Rice's all the press focused on Michelle Obama's
for his clothing choices to be noted. I decision to wear a black coat, skirt, and clothing, not because I don't find it relknow, I know, there was a huge fuss about boots to meet troops at the Wiesbaden
Obama's abs - but can we really equate Army Airfield was labeled in the WashSee Fashion on Page 8
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Hi© (Great Delbaite
As a new feature in the Nota Bene, this week will be the first of debates in our Opinions
Section. These topics can be about practically anything. This week we will discuss the pros and
cons of having a car, and health care reform. If you'd like to debate something orjust see some
thing debated, or if you \I like to respond to a debate, email us with your opinions.

Time to Get Back in the
Health Care Game
BY LIZ SAXE

Opinion Columnist

Health Care: The Last
Straw on the American
Public's Back
BY RYAN BOWEN

President Obama was right last
week to publicly reengage in the legisla
tive process to outline his health care
priorities, including renewing his call for
a public health insurance option for un
insured Americans and those who cannot
otherwise afford coverage.
In recent weeks, the President had
beaten a disturbing drum of retreat from
health care reform: his senior advisors
and emails from the President's political
operation all started talking about health
insurance reform. Interestingly, the
components of the Republican response
- assuring that insurers can't deny cover
age for pre-existing conditions, allowing
individuals and small businesses to pool
for insurance, providing assistance to
those who cannot access a doctor and al

Dean's reforms of the health insurance
Opinions Editor
system last decade, insurance companies
in Vermont offered cheap health insurance
- as long as people were and remained
About six months ago I wrote a would essentially triple utility costs, and
healthy. But as soon as a person got sick, piece about how President Obama must which the progenitor of the original idea
her premiums would skyrocket or, worse, walk a political tightrope in order to ap of cap-and-trade has himself said is a bad
she would lose coverage all together. And, pease the moderates who helped him into idea in its current form. Despite the bill's
if a person had a preexisting condition, office, while Nancy Pelosi was gearing massive expense to the public, it will do
affordable coverage wasn't anywhere to up to treat Democratic control of the little to curb greenhouse gas emissions
be found.
two branches of government as a liberal worldwide because of increasing output
With more and more people strug mandate to push through every Demo from China and India. One might even
gling in a health insurance system that cratic pet project that was being held in argue that it would increase emissions as
kicked folks when they were already reserve during the Bush administration. companies pack up and leave the U.S. to
down, the Vermont legislature passed Now, almost nine months into the Obama continue operations in a country that has
and then-Governor Dean signed insur presidency, the Commander-in-Chief more lax environmental laws (just think
ance reforms that did many of the things is still tiptoeing the divide between the about it, if you don't have to buy expen
Republicans on the national stage are now political spectrum while Pelosi and other sive carbon credits, it puts you at a huge
calling for - insurance companies can't I uber-liberals have force-fed the Ameri- competitive advantage).
deny coverage or kick people off plans if \ can public more radical legislation than
VteaUb care, parUcuVarty tYie pub fic

fines of the current health insurance
system is not a bad idea and it can deliver
some results. In the 1990s, led by another
outspoken advocate of health care reform,
one state did just that. Prior to Howard

insurance reforms in the 90s sought to
resolve: cheaper coverage for some (usu
ally the young and the healthy) masks
ridiculously expensive or no coverage for

lowing insurers to provide incentives for
preventative care - amounts to roughly the
same thing: insurance reform.
Reforming within the narrow con

they get sick, etc. Now, there are cheaper \ tYiey can handle. TYie President hurt Yds option, is simpty anotYtet nnpopvxiat aoA
insurance plans in other states, but those J c ause from the get-go with the stimulus. expensive program that the -Ameriean
people (by a now 52% majority) do not
cheap plans are only masking the same / Despite the dubious claim that the legis
problems that Vermont's limited health lation has "saved" I million jobs, most want and yet find their elected leaders

See Game on Page 6

Saying "No" to Cars

cramming down their throats. What's
worse is how those who disagree with the
current reform proposals are portrayed
by its proponents. They've been called

See Straw on Page 4

The Case for a Car
BY KATE MEREAND

BY VADIM PARTIN

Opinion Columnist

Opinion Columnist
During the first week of classes this
semester, a professor called on me and
asked some questions dealing with cars
and driving. He assumed that I would
know the answers since the information
requested relied on the fact that most
people in America either drive a car, or
at least have a license. I don't fit in either
one of those categories. I grew up in
New York, a city with a very advanced
public transportation system. Now, I live
in Washington DC, and once again, I see
no need for a car.
Although, there might seem to be
many reasons why a car is a good idea,
I believe that there are more reasons not
to own a car. For one, cars are expensive.
There are the car payments themselves,
plus repair and upkeep costs, money
for gas, and insurance. There are also
additional costs such as tolls for roads
and bridges, as well as parking fees. This
amount can total in over a thousand dol
lars a month, and in this day and age,
economizing is key. There are additional
potential costs that may include parking
tickets and any legal issues that may come
up in terms of car accidents.

of the public has seen little of its effects,

and more and more reports of the funds
going to pet projects that have little to do
with spurring growth have only furthered
public doubt about the program's efficacy.
Then there's the cap-and-trade bill which

Speaking of accidents, there are
countless road accidents every single day
on every single road around the country. In
fact, in the morning, every day, I wake up
to NPR's traffic report and hear about the
numerous road closures due to accidents
on the road.
Even not taking accidents into ac
count, there are still many other numerous
problems with car ownership and usage.
The proliferation of cars in this country
has definitely increased pollution levels,
and in places like Los Angeles, a city with
an overreliance on automobiles, a constant
blanket of smog covers the city. Adding
to this problem is the ever increasing
congestion on the nation's roads. During
rush hour, traffic is often a huge issue
and it often takes people more than an
hour to get home. This congestion is not
only bad for drivers themselves, but could
create potential risks for ambulances and
fire trucks that try to go through, and in
most locations, there are no special lanes
for them.
While some people might be happy

Sec No on Page 1

I am 28 years old and while I have personal a brand that most of America
a driver's license, I have never owned a will understand quickly and easily. All
car. I make my way in the world with my shallow reasons and yet true.
own two feet (mostly), the metro, the bus
Moreover, in a land where we in
if it shows up, Zipcars, cabs of all sorts,
and when forced by circumstance, sigh, vested in highways instead of railways,
a car provides a significant convenience,
rentals. My writing the "in defense
of cars" side of this debate is a little even for the citified such as myself. While
laughable, but no one else was willing. It the walk to the farmers' markets from a
is true that I have convinced myself that I centrally-located DC apartment like mine
abhor car culture. I find NASCAR to be a on clear sunny days is lovely, when the
ridiculous waste. Still, while I have made social calendar fills up with brunches or
a positive choice in one direction, I know biking or yoga, the market falls off the
the arguments for making a fundamental weekend morning agenda easily. I am thus
shift from the minority to the majority. relegated to my grocery chain of choice as
I commute past from class or elsewhere.
These are the excuses for a sell-out.
Off the top, cars can be cute, attrac Then, much as with the markets, I can
tive, and for some people even sexy. A car
that reflects personal identity, like a good
See Case on Page 6
pair of jeans, can provide satisfaction in
status like few other things. If I were to get
Nota Bene invites readers' opin
a car, I have it all picked out. I would get
ions. Letters must be signed, dated,
a MINI, racing green with white racing
and include a title. E-mail submis
stripes. I even know of a vanity license
sions are accepted at notabeneu/ law.
plate that no one has claimed in DC (thus
gwu.edu.
I am not telling what it is). And as with
Nota Bene reserves the right to
the vanity plating and the stripes, one can
edit all submissions for space, gram
specialize and individualize to create a
mar, clarity, and vulgarity
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Students Get Ready for Upcoming
SBA Senate Election

Straw from page 3.

BY LAUREN SC HMIDT

Staff Writer

It is election time again at GW
Law! The SBA is scheduled to hold
Senate elections on Tuesday, September
22nd.
As the legislative arm of the SBA,
the Senate is critical to its success.
Senators propose legislation, approve
the SBA budget, and work on various
projects through their respective com
mittees. In addition, Senators work as
liaisons between the students and staff
to directly represent the interests of their

"A great way to
get involved at the
school and enjoy
some politics!"
constituents. The Senate is comprised
of members representing each class, and
lLs have a Senator from each Section.
Senators typically meet every other week
during the school year.
SBA President, John Sorrenti,

If you missed your chance to run
believes that the Senate is crucial to GW
in this election, do not fear! The SBA
Law in that it "provides the student body
will hold elections
a way in which to raise and ad
for the President,
dress issues. They are the voice
If you missed your the Executive Vice
of the student body and are
tasked with making sure that chance to run in this President and, if
the administration is aware election, do not fear! there are any open
seats, for 2L, 3L,
of and is acting on any issues
and 4L Senators
that may come up." Besides
in late February
that, he says, it's "a great way
2010.
to get involved at the school and enjoy
Candidates will campaign for
some politics!"
the upcoming election throughout the
This upcoming election is mainly
week. Voting will take place online
for 1L Senate seats (one each from Sec
on
Tuesday, September 22, 2009, from
tions 11,12,13, and 14 and one from Sec
9:00
am until 8:00 pm. Students may
tions 15 and 21 combined) but this year
access
the voting website via a link on
there are also several open seats for other
the
portal
and may only vote for their
class levels (one seat each for the 2L Day,
specific
representatives
(for example, a
2L Evening, 4L Evening, and the LL.M.
1L
from
Section
12
may
only vote for
classes). While the deadline to announce
his/her
Section
12
Senator).
Winners
intent to run in the upcoming election has
will
be
announced
at
the
end
of
polling
passed, no one has yet expressed an inter
on
Tuesday.
If
necessary,
a
run-off
elec
est in the 2L Evening Senator seat. So, if
tion
will
be
held
on
September
24th.
you are a 2L Evening student interested
We at Nota Bene wish the best of
in representing your class, please contact
luck
to
all candidates!
the SBA.

Profs Use Sotomayor
Nomination as
Teachable Moment

racists (because the real reason they
oppose these ideas is because they
can't stand the fact that the President
is African-American), Nazis (I'm not
sure why, maybe because the Nazis
were the archenemies of the Commu
nists), hate-mongers, wack-jobs, and
everything in between. Instead of open
ing a dialogue and asking themselves
why people might disagree with them,
congressional liberals have resorted to
name-calling and a refusal to admit that
people might actually disagree with
them in principle, and not for some
underhanded, more nefarious reasons.
Another problem that liberal pro
ponents of the public option have failed
to address is simply explaining why
the idea will save people money. The
President for his part has argued that it
will bring competition to the insurance
market. Well, the problem with that
is that there are already thousands of
insurers out there. When I looked at
insurers available through my job when
I graduate, there were dozens to choose
from, and each had multiple coverage
options. Competition could also be
increased by simply allowing insurers to
operate nationally, instead of restricting
them to the confines of a single state.
Even if the government did increase
completion, its ability to actually bring

See Straw on Page 6

I See Tortfeasors
(Everywhere)
BY NOLAN KULBISKI

Staff Writer

BY ELIZABETH WESTBROOK

Staff Writer
Of the many things that make
Washington D.C. the best place in the
country for law school, nothing tops
having the highest Court just a few metro
stops away. As a 1L (and a huge legal nerd
just like all of you), I was thrilled to sit on
the curb outside the Courthouse the early
hours before dawn, freezing, waiting to be
led in. I loved walking into the historic
room and seeing the nine justices, major
celebrities to me, robed and impressive on
the bench. This year we will have a new
face to admire with Justice Sonia Soto
mayor filling the vacancy left by retiring
Justice David Souter.
Like any politically and legally ef
ficacious person I watched the hearings
with interest. While I was sad to see
Justice Souter go—I saw him as a kindred
ideological spirit—it will be interesting to
get to know a new Justice.
As DC residents invested in the ju
dicial system, the new Justice will impact
us. Law students may feel the impact
closer to home, not only in practice after
we graduate but also in our constitutional
law classes. Observing a new Justice from
the beginning of her career will be a great
experience. Justice Sotomayor is the first
Justice whose career we can monitor with
inside understanding of the legal system.
The same is true of her Senate confirma
tion hearings. These events are great
teaching fodder for law professors, and
many of George Washington's own con
stitutional gurus have plans to incorporate
these events into the classroom.

Dean Maggs is one professor focus
ing on the importance of this career arc as
it relates to our understanding of the leg
acy of particular Justices. He says, "[w]e
probably will not get a good sense of Jus
tice Sotomayor's impact on the Supreme
Court until she has completed several
terms." Professor Lupu has similar feel
ings about how and when to incorporate
the new Justice into the classroom saying,
"I try not to teach a Justice-focused ap
proach to Con Law, though sometimes it's
hard to avoid, so I can't imagine I would
ask questions in class about how Justice
Sotomayor is likely to vote compared to
Justice Souter, whom she replaced. We
won't know until she shows her hand as
a Justice... [I]t usually takes several Terms
at least for a new Justice's jurisprudential
persona on the Supreme Court to develop,
so I've learned to be patient and watchfiil
about these things."
While it will surely take many years
to truly measure Justice Sotomayor's
impact and legacy, there are some profes
sors already speculating on how she will
affect the balance of the bench. Professor
Dienes planned to start her class off with
speculations of this kind: "I will...note
that its unlikely that she will make any
significant difference in those constitu
tional law cases where the Court divides
ideologically." Professor Cheh has similar
feelings: "The question will be, how will
Justice Sotomayor's vote differ from JusSee Sotomayor

on Page 1

On a recent rainy morning during
my third week of law school, I walked
out the door wearing flip-flops while I
lugged my oversized backpack stuffed
full with my laptop, several casebooks,
sneakers, gym clothes, lunch, and my
Westlaw water bottle. I immediately
fell down the front steps of my build
ing. I was relatively unscathed but I was
highly dazed. The world spun around
me for a bit and I saw lots of very pretty
colors. After I regained my composure

and before I could be bothered to check
for scrapes, bruises, broken bones, etc.,
I thought, "Who can I sue?"
Not that I had any intention to sue
anyone. (I've only been involved in one
lawsuit. A wrestling coach broke my
arm in seventh grade. I can show you
the scar.) But, I've spent most of my
waking hours over the past three weeks
reading about people suing one another.
I quickly decided that I probably had a
good case against my landlords (slip
pery moss covered stairs, no handrails,
etc.). I thought I might be able to sue
the makers of my flip-flops (absolutely
no traction, accident waiting to hap
pen). Maybe I could even try to sue

the University for making me carry so
many heavy books around.
Tempting fate, I continued on
my way
to school
.
..
!t was at thlS
in the rain
still wearpoint that I

flip-Hops'
Each of

reali

strange my
thought process

the three
or four
times I aibad become.
most fell
again I ran the "fact pattern" through
my head again to see if my legal situa
tion differed depending on where and
when I fell. I guessed that it might be
more difficult to sue if I fell on public
property. I wondered if building a
sidewalk out of attractive but very slip
pery when wet bricks might be a form
of negligence. I thought that the fact
that I'd actually already fell down once,
almost fallen down several times, and
still had not done anything to reduce
my risk of falling again might give po
tential defendants a good contributory
negligence defense.
It was at this point that I realized
how strange my thought process had
become. I mean we haven't even got
ten to contributory negligence in torts
yet. I'm not even three weeks into law
school and I'm already seeing potential
lawsuits everywhere. I'm scared to give
someone a hug or tap someone on the
shoulder out of fear that the contact

See Tortfeasors on Page 9
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Game from page 3.

operate at a loss and run up a huge debt
during this alert. Although the memo
(bad idea). Another possibility would be
stated that the CDC rates the pandemic
to raise all sorts of taxes to pay for it (bad
as a 6 (the highest it can be) the viru
lence level is only a 2 out of 4. That
idea). Third would be to shortchange all
the health care providers whom the plan
means that this virus is not as potent
as some viruses and, while it may be
services. Whereas insurance companies
temporarily incapacitating, it is not
usually bargain with providers for agree
likely to be a significant danger to those
able rates, the public option could operate
not in the high risk category. Of note is
under a "take it or leave it" attitude with
that DC has reported only 124 cases out
how much it pays providers because of its
of the 5 million people that regularly
size and because its rules would have force
travel in and out of the city. Zero deaths
of law. The result would be that health
have been reported. Therefore, there
care providers would push the amount by
is no point in getting yourself worked
which they were stiffed by the government
up and panicked over a risk that can be
onto those with private insurance. Private
decreased and minimized by practicing
insurance would become more expensive,
habits of good hygiene and by being
and people would begin ditching the
responsible. Help us all by staying sane
plans that they could no longer afford
and staying clean.
in order to sign up for the public option.
The mass exodus from private insurers
wipes out most insurance companies, and
Case from page 6.
voila, government takes over health care,
with various nightmare scenarios ensuing
only bring back what I carry because a
(again, bad idea).
cart would require me to take the cart
The fact of the matter is that most
to class or wherever else my travels
people are in favor of having some sort of
take me.
health care reform, but the public option,
To those who live andcook alone,
if it does anything, merely addresses the
this may not seem very concerning
symptoms of high insurance costs, instead
without my properly impacting the
of treating the cause, which is the high
need to have more than I can carry. So
cost of the care itself. Reform should be
for example, tragically, I cannot carry
about doing what will actually work and
a case of wine. (Perhaps after my first
what the American people actually want,
semester as a 1L toting my books, this
not the pinnacle of American liberalism
will change.) And yet, not infrequently, I
that is currently in the works that will bal
want a case of wine, perhaps for a party.
loon the federal deficit and exponentially
Dilemma. I can potentially take a Zipincrease the size and role of the federal
car to assist in acquiring such bounty,
government.

others (the sick and the elderly).
Another state is now confronting
the realities that underpin what Vermont
learned from health insurance reform:
You can shift the bill from one group to
another, but those costs of care - expen
sive tests, expensive equipment, expensive
drugs -continue to lurk, no matter where
you try to hide them in the system. This
decade, with the support of another prom
inent ex-governor on the other side of
the aisle, Massachusetts has aggressively
pursued the next step in reform -working
toward universal coverage.
Massachusetts created a health in
surance exchange through which residents
can purchase insurance, an idea President
Obama wants to take national. Now,
three years after reforms passed the leg
islature, the state is gearing up to tackle
the cost question. Among the ideas Mas
sachusetts is considering is a new model
for reimbursing doctors and hospitals for
care. Currently, doctors and hospitals
get paid per service - encouraging more
and more care and discouraging holistic
and preventative care. Coupled with
other changes in the ways we deliver care
- things like electronic medical records
- paying doctors and hospitals to get and
keep people well could go a long way to
ward reducing inefficiencies and bringing
down costs. And with the price tag for
health care in this country at $2.2 trillion
in 2007 and climbing fast, our generation
needs long-term costs of care to be part
of the equation.
Interestingly, Massachusetts has a
Flu from page I.
well-known model to which it can turn
as it considers building a fee system based
Hopefully, most GW students are not in
on keeping people well rather than paying
this category. Because the swine flu is a
per procedure. Medicare - that govern
new strain of virus, most people have not
ment-run program -generally pays based
developed
a natural immunity to it - dif
on the diagnosis, not per procedure or by
ferent from immunity that they have may
have developed to seasonal flu strains.
See Game on Page 9
Fortunately, the CDC is actively working
on a vaccine to be released later this year.
So this hysteria that seems to be growing
Straw from page 4.
daily is likely not necessary if you follow
the tips to keep yourself healthy, reduce
prices down through this islikely minimal.
your risk, and keep your sanity.
As Liz points out in her article, the main
Wash your hands: Draining the
reason why healthcare is so expensive is
schools sanitizer supply is not the only
because of the costs and types of care,
way of keeping yourself germ free. Ac
not insurance per se. If health care re
cording to a study by USA Today, only
form reduced unnecessary care, moved
88% of women wash their hands after us
people out of the emergency room and
ing the restroom while 66% of men wash
into cheaper facilities when practical,
their hands. The number of people who
limited liability for suits, and streamlined
wash their hands after sneezing or blow
the paperwork process, then medical care
ing their noses is probably even less. So,
would be cheaper for everyone. If medi
wash your hands. . . . with soap and hot
cal care is cheaper, that means insurance
water. Merely running your hands under
companies don't have to pay out as much,
cold water is not sufficient and that's just
which means the consumers wouldn't
plain gross. The bacteria and viruses are
have to pay as much for the insurance
still on your hands and those bacteria
in the first place. Problem solved. The
laden hands are still touching the doors
public option wouldn't tackle any of these
that another student will handle.
problems and would simply be another
The law school memo that was
insurer facing all the same problems that
recently circulated stated that you must
current insurers face.
stay home if you feel you have symptoms
The other reason that so many
of the flu. This is not an option. Once
people are adamantly opposed to the
contacted, GW is prepared to tape your
public option is that it will inevitably run
classes. Don't be that annoying classmate
this country further in to debt, or will take
who is coughing and shivering because
over the health care system, possibly both.
you just can't bear to miss a class. Do
As cash for clunkers demonstrated, the
yourself and your classmates a favor and
government is very bad at guessing how
stay home.
many people will utilize a given program.
If you blow your nose, don't line
Right now all the budgeting being done for
your tissues up on the desk. Someone
the public option has to rely on estimates
has to sit there after you. Bring a paper
of how many people would sign up for
or plastic bag to put your tissues in and
the plan. When these guesses turn out to
toss it out when you're done. And don't
be wrong, then, just like the Post Office
forget to wash your hands.
to which Obama compared the plan, the
GW law school is doing everything
option will find itself awash in red ink.
it can to help protect students, but it is
So how does it deal with this budgetary
relying on students to be responsible for
conundrum? One would be to simply
their own hygiene and safety precautions

Bookstore from page 1.
that the law school has had a relation
ship with the bookstore for many years
and would continue to do sof but that
it may be time for the school to encour
age students to consider other book
suppliers.
The bookstore itself is not run by
the university, but by the Follett Higher
Education Group, under a contract
with the university. Maggs said that he
has not yet met with anyone from the
bookstore to discuss the issue.
Although ordering online saves
students money, the books take time
-sometimes weeks-to be delivered. If
students don't know what books are re
quired ahead of time, or decide to add a
class during the first weeks of class, the
bookstore may be the most immediate
way to obtain a book. But when there
aren't enough copies in stock, students
can't do the required reading.
Bob Blake, Store Director of the
GW bookstore, said that the problem
was one of poor predictions. "Our mis
sion it to deliver the right books at the
right time to all of the students of GW
... unfortunately, sometimes we do run
out of quantities of certain titles based
on course
history and
sell-thru,"
Blake said.
Blake add
ed that the
bookstore
was always
happy to
order addi
tional copies
for students
who request
ed them.
E r i c
Malis, an
SBA Senator and a student in Pierce's
antitrust class, plans to meet with
Maggs to discuss ways to provide stu
dents with more options. Malis first

but that may require significant advance
planning. There are 20+ Zipcars within
half a mile of my apartment, but all too
often the only cars free are closer to a
mile and a half away. The walk is not
hard but this too chews up time that
one may not have every time I want or
need something.
As the years tick by, as living
alone turned over to living with some
one, I have less time and we together
need more things. Before, when I
needed to buy one eggplant for dinner
I now need to buy two, and so on, to
feed two people and not one. To extend
the analogy, I have reached a stage of
life where the mommy wars are start
ing to echo in the hallways, and should
I choose to have children in my future,
I realize the disadvantages relative to
their peers that children would face with
earless parents. Schools and activities
can be far flung. Also, I may then need
three eggplants, and then four, etc.
There is another serious truth
about the need for a car that on its face
is also seemingly ridiculous. Nonethe
less, the parties I am now attending
require greater levels of dress, and more
frequently it is appropriate, or even
necessary, for me to wear a dress and
heels. Walking to the bus or the metro in
heels, even while doable, again adds on
time. Lots of time. My gait is severely
shortened. While I could eschew the
heels and bolster my anti-car bona fides

See Case on Page 9
became involved with the issue after
the shortage or Antitrust textbooks this
semester, when Pierce raised the issue

in class of whether the GW bookstore
and Washington Law and Professional
Books were colluding together to underorder books in violation of antitrust
laws. Malis said he wants to finds ways
the SBA can support a more competitive
marketplace that will "incentivize the
bookstores to improve their service."
Maggs has begun meeting with
the Records Office to see if they can pro
vide textbook information to students
earlier. In the past, the law school has
asked professors to provide textbook
requirements to either the school or the
bookstore, and many professors only
provided the information directly to
the bookstore. Changing the system to
track all of the required texts for every
class will be a major change.
"It's not a simple problem because
we're offering 501 courses and almost
every one has a book assignment. We
have to be really careful not to give
any student the wrong information,"
Maggs said.
A few of the sites selling new and
used textbooks at a fraction of the bookstore's prices are Amazon.com, Half.
com, abebooks.com,
textbooks,
com and
Chegg.com.
Students can
save money
by planning
ahead and
ordering
their books,
either by
looking up
the course
books on
the portal or
contacting their professors for the read
ing list.
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Law Revue Planning
to Rock Out at DC9
BY KATIE EARNEST

Editor-in-Chief
It's that time of year - the weather
is turning chillier, pumpkins spring up on
doorsteps, and the sounds of fall are in
the air as the Law Revue prepares for its
fall tradition, the DC9 Law Revue Band
Gig. The band gig is a fundraising event
that takes place at on Thursday September
24th at DC9, a U Street area bar located
on 9th Street just south of the southwest
corner of U and 9th Streets. Doors open
at 9:00pm and tickets are $6 with most of
the proceeds going to fund the big show
in February.
This year features two bands, in
cluding Motion II Quash, a mostly
fund/R&B band composed of four 3Ls
(Aaaron Joachim, Jon Bolz, Darrell
Stark, John Sorrenti) and three 2Ls (Todd
Smith, Jeff Tribble, John Knight). Re
statement of Rock is a pop/classic band
that includes three 3Ls (Liz Westbrook,
Dave Faranda, Terry Schoone-Jongen),
3 2Ls (Frank Gonzalez, Darren Sturges,
Dan Gerken) and a recent GW Law grad
(Bryan Nese).
The DC9 band gig benefits the
Law Revue, a student organization com
posed of comedy-oriented extroverts.
The Law Revue puts on the spring law
school parody in February. The show is
a major event, bringing out hundreds of
law school students, faculty, and friends
to enjoy sketch comedy, hilarious musi
cal numbers, and viral videos that poke

fun at the law school. Co-producer Jay
Ramsey explains, "Mix together Satur
day Night Live and High School Musi
cal, add some Supreme Court cat-fight
and you have the Law Revue Show."
Seriously, though, as this year's
director, Terry Schoone-Jongen, says:
"Law Revue is dedicated to providing
students, alumni, and faculty with an
opportunity to laugh with each other
at themselves. It's an organization that
helps us remember not to take ourselves
too seriously and to (more or less gently)
blow off steam once in a while. Also,
all Law Revue members are unusually
attractive, thus adding to the awesomeness."
While Thursdays normally belong
to Bar Review, the Law Revue board
encourages one and all to come out
for some great times at the DC9 Band
Gig.
When asked what makes this
event special to students, SchooneJongen replied, "All we can give them
is all the awesome they can handle.
Seriously, you get two great live music
sets courtesy of your classmates for
an unusually low rate (as concerts in
the area go). You get a chance to see
some of your schoolmates show off
their hidden talents (without having to
wait for the Law Revue show itself).
You get a chance to sing along with the

SBA from page 2.

bands and, if you
are so inclined,
bust a move. Plus
the DC9 sells
cans of Schlitz,
which most other
bars around here
don't."
Ashley Inderfurth, one of
the co-producers,
says, "If you have
never heard our
fearless SBA VP
[Liz Westbrook]
sing, you are seri
ously missing out.
True Blood fans
will be pleased
Lctw Revue members rock out at last year s DC9 gig.
with Liz's perfor
Photo courtsey of Terry Schoone-Joonge n
mance." Ramsey
adds, "Let's just
ber. Can't sing, dance, or act but find
say, people won't be talking about Bar
law school hilarious and/or painfully
ironic? Join the club. Literally. We have
Review on Friday..."
Law Revue is also planning more
a facebook page."
events for the upcoming year, including
Full disclosure: Katie Earnest is the
an Open Mic Night in the fall in the Stu
dent Conference Center and, of course,
Assistant Director of the Law Revue show.
the Law Revue Show in Februrary. Says
You can find her busting out some awkward
dance moves and catcalling the bands at
Inderfurth, "The Law Revue show is on
DC9 with all the cool kids after the Nota
February 20th. Mark your calendars;
Bene Thirsty Thursday on Thursday Sep
it's the social event of the season. Keep
your eyes open for info on auditions for

the show, which will be in early Novem

tember 24th at 9:00pm at DC9, located at
1940 9th St. NW

Sotomayor from page 4.

week or from receiving credit for a paid
internship.
It wasn't all politics and logrolling
at the convention. The Law School Divi
sion also set up SBA Roundtables where
the SBA representatives from each school
could sit and discuss different issues that
each school is facing. Our Executive VP
Liz Westbrook and I attended one of
these sessions and Liz and I both noted
how fortunate we are at GW to have the
administrative support that we do when
compared to other law schools. Many
schools expressed frustration when deal
ing with their respective administrations.
Rebecca Bianchi, the GW SBA Chief of.
Staff who attended a roundtable discus
sion as well, also added "Learning about
the programs and initiatives at other
schools, and discussing what has worked
and not worked, was a valuable source
of ideas and information. It also made

us realize just how good we have it at
GW!" I swear we're not just drinking
the Kool-Aid either! While GW has its
own set of challenges, we really do have
a supportive administration that looks
to work with us, not against us which
creates a very beneficial and productive
working relationship.
In addition, the GW Alumni
Office held an alumni event on Friday
night of the convention. Deans Law
rence and Morrison were in attendance
as well as other faculty and professors
and a number of proud alumni. It
was great to see the school using this
conference as an opportunity to reach
out to GW alumni and to see that the
GW community continues after you
graduate. All told, it w as a successful
weekend filled with politics and educa
tion and the SBA some fresh, new ideas
to bring back to GW.

tice Souter whom she is replacing. Most
their classes' attentions to this crucial
observers feel there will be little difference,
process. Professor Dienes will ac
but it's worth thinking about."
knowledge the cultural significance of
Professor Turley
the appointment, saying,
is also making predic
"In my first class, I will
"In my first class,
tions, although they
be noting her nomina
differ somewhat from
tion
and confirmation as
I will be noting her
those of Professor Dithe first 'Latina' justice."
nomination and
enes. He says, "The
Turley also says that his
fact is that, if Soto
class will study the con
confirmation as the
mayor votes the way
first 'Latina'justice." firmation process.
she did on the Second
No matter whom
Circuit, liberals will
we decide to take consti
lose ground with this nomination. It will
tutional law from, it seems the events
be interesting to see how the elevation
of this past summer will impact our
to the Court changes (if at all) her prior
academic experience. We are fortunate
voting patterns."
to have the opportunity to witness the
Some professors will focus on the
orienting of a new Supreme Court
hearings process—what sorts of ques
Justice with great professors to guide
tions should be asked and what should be
our understanding. We are even more
considered in nominating and approving a
fortunate that we can hop on the Metro
Justice. Turley and Dienes both will draw
and witness history in the making.

No from page 3.

"extra effort" of driving can be done
away with. What about the people
who live in suburbs and without easy
access to public transportation? Public
transportation is built because people
demand it. If there is no movement
to bring more public transportation to
various locations, nothing will be done.
-I don't think I have to go into details of
why it is better to not own a car in a
place like New York City, or even Wash
ington DC, but what about someone
who lives in a suburb? There could be
smaller commuter busses that transport
people from set locations in a suburb, or
even a personal bus service that would
work like something akin to a school
bus and pick up commuters from home

everyday. There could be the same kind of
system that would take people to shopping
districts, malls, and places of entertaininment, which are usually located in a cen
tralized location anyways. Biking could
be utilized for people who want to visit
friends who live nearby, and use the bus
service that I proposed to get to farther ar
eas. Obviously, a lot of these systems don't
exist right now, and I'm not advocating
people to walk to work 50 miles until the
systems are created. However, if people
start leaving their cars at home and begin
to pool their resources together and start
hiring private companies first to provide
these services, the Government will take
notice and provide its own subsidized and
thus cheaper equivalent.

sitting around in their cars for hours,
when traffic actually decides to move, it
seems like driving is essentially a job. I
know that there are plenty of people who
enjoy driving, but I think they don't mean
being stuck in traffic, which is often what
ends up being the case in many commute
situations. People get paid to drive. Bus
drivers, truck drivers, and taxi drivers get
paid to drive people to various locations,
and I don't see why someone would want
to work pro bono to get themselves from
point A to point B. It 's an extra effort and
stress that can be done away with.
This is the point where many people
reading this article will wonder how the

A lot of people may advocate for
of cars by pointing to the fact that it is
more convenient to use a car than not to
use one. However, most of this inconve
nience stems from a lack of public trans
portation as a whole, often as a result
of the fact that people refuse to give up
their cars. Cars should not be done away
with altogether. Sometimes, cars can
be useful while on vacation, exploring
new locales that public transportation
simply does not serve. Nevertheless,
there are numerous alternatives that
can be implemented that would make
owning a car an expensive luxury, and
not an expensive necessity.
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Reversible Errors

Review: A Pirate's Tale at Six Flags America
One might expect that the venue
Last Saturday several friends and I
for
"A
Pirate's Tale" would be located in
journeyed to Six Flags America, located
Skull
Island,
the pirate-themed area of the
in Upper Marlboro. As you know, the
park.
Not
so.
Instead, the venue stands in
Six Flags advertisements assert that, as
Coyote
Creek,
the cowboy-and-westerntheir parks' names invoke no fewer than
themed
region.
Were this pirate-cowboy
six flags, the content of said parks is, ac
conflation
a
mere
matter of geography,
cordingly, more fun. Generally speaking,
it
would
be
forgivable;
unfortunately,
the "more flags, more fun" proposition
this
blurring
of
the
boundary
between
holds true, although during the course of
"ARRR"
and
"YEE-HAW"
the day my own experiences ranged from
extended to the production's set.
the full six flags (e.g., the Superman: Ride
Of the seven or so structures
of Steel roller coaster, wherein the gentle
that comprised the set, all were
man behind me sang The Star Spangled
easily identifiable as stock west
banner because his "nuts hurt") down to
ern buildings whose signs had
a mere one flag (e.g., getting kicked out
simply
been changed to sound
of the wave pool at Hurricane Harbor en
more piratical. Thus,
masse; the popcorn
for
instance, what was
chicken meal; wait
One
might
expect
clearly
a saloon had
ing in line for 15
been
converted
to a
minutes to pay for that the venue for "A
crab
leg
store;
the
former black
the popcorn chick
Pirate's Tale" would smith shop merely had a ban
en meal whilst the
be located in Skull
ner reading "grand opening"
cashier wandered
draped
in front of its old sign;
off to get a glass of
Island, the piratethe
barn
and old mine did not
lemonade).
themed
area
of
the
appear
to
have been relabeled at
Although
all
(admittedly,
however, from
I had expected to
park. Not so.
my
vantage
point
I could not
experience roller
read
the
sign
on
the
old mine).
coasters, water
The only thing about the set that suggested
slides, and screaming, ill-mannered chil
piracy was the pirate ship located stage
dren, 1 -was unaware that the path also
otteted tVvea.tT\ca\ pToductions.

Having

once spent a decade studying theatre,1 feel

it is my solemn duty to provide a serious

assessment of "A Pirate's Tale," the one
show my party and I t ook in.

\eft, WVVACVI, i t must be conceded, was
something of a dead giveaway regarding
the show's content.

Although the set perhaps failed to
establish a high seas sort of atmosphere,

I still had high hopes for the script

itself. The depiction of piracy on stage
has a long and distinguished history.
Indeed, Hamlet, that pinnacle of trag
edy, involves piracy (albeit offstage), as
does Pirates of Penzance, among the
finest of Gilbert and Sullivan's comic
operas. Sadly, the plot of A Pirate s
Tale" was, at best, baffling. The main
thrust of the story is
that Captain Claw, a pi
rate, invades Port Privy
in an effort to disrupt
the grand opening of
a new hotel. Thanks
to the incompetence of
Claw's only crew mem
ber, the hijinks of Port
Privy's governor, and
the swordsmanship of
the only other resident of the town, the
invasion is repulsed. And then the old
mine explodes.
During the intervening 15 min
utes, slapstick humor abounds (with
a breathtaking variety of pratfalls fea
tured prominently) as does swordplay
and other assorted stuntwork. The
play's cast members clearly were all
well versed in tumbling and fencing, as
well as in hitting each other. In terms
of acting technique, however, the cast
appeared unpolished. Instead of striv
ing for realism via the techniques of

Stanislavsky, Adler, or even Strasburg,
the actors opted for larger-than-life

bluster. Whether due to poor direction
or the actors' own initiative, I found
that this style of acting did nothing to
convey a true sense of what piracy must
be like. These actors certainly did not
become pirates. They did not act; they
indicated. Surely Sandy Meisner was
spinning in his grave.
The actual casting choices were
fascinating, and suggest that although
the show's execution was poor, the
concept animating the production was
intellectually vibrant. Both of the ac
tors portraying the pirates were white;
those playing the townspeople were
African-American. This suggests that
perhaps much more was at work than
stunts and sight gags; perhaps this was
a comment on imperialism, described
by Lenin as the highest stage of capi
talism. Is not capitalism itself a form
of piracy? Perhaps so, perhaps not; in
any event, "A Pirate's Tale" challenges
the children in the audience to confront
that question.
Then again, maybe the casting
was just a coincidence and I spent too
much time in critical theory classes in
graduate school.
Out of a possible six flags, "A
Pirate's Tale" deserves four, because
it was a nice opportunity to sit and
partially digest that awful popcorn
chicken.

Fashion from page 2.

CLARE CA VALIERO

De Novo Days
I]

Writer's Block
As if law school's substantive classes
my first year. When I finally thought I had
Be cautious with your Bluebook
are not stressful enough, the first-year
discovered the correct citation for Georgia
pride, however, because it can get you
courseload also requires
v. Beasle y or whatever irrelevant
into trouble. In the experience of
students to burden their
case I was faced with, I would
my very wise and omnipotent Dean's
already-overloaded brain "What the hell click the submit button only to
Fellow, she once boasted about her
with learning an entirely
is TREAT,
see about thirteen "hints" staring
Bluebooking abilities during a par
new language: citations.
at me, which not only served as
ticular internship and was corrected' a
anyway?
It's
While the little lLs are
an indication of my Bluebook
few weeks later: "F.3d" is pronounced
struggling with the mean not even sweet." ignorance and were unable to
Federal Reporter Third, and not Federal
ing of mens rea, actus reus,
point me in the right direction,
Reporter Three-D. Oops.
respondeat superior, res ipsa loquitur, and
but were also ICW's unpleasant way of
In addition to the F.3ds, FRCPs,
a plethora of other Latin phrases, they are
saying, "Girl, you are not even close."
F. Supp.s, and every other abbreviation
also wrestling with the concept of citation
The most frustrating would be those in
for a reporter, there are a number of
sentences, which really aren't sentences
stances in which I was absolutely certain
acronyms to be learned in LRW. In the
at all, but entirely necessary when draft
I was right, and I would click submit anx
words of a certain (reasonably famous)
ing your legal analyses and a significant
iously awaiting .that little cartoon star to
Editor-in-Chief of a certain law school
portion of one's grade in Legal Research
say, "Congratulations, Citation Wizard!"
newspaper, "What the hell is TREAT,
and Writing.
only to find that'l had failed to italicize
anyway? It's not even sweet." It may
When I was a 1L, oh so many years
or unitalicize a comma and I would get
not be sweet, but just like Brussels
ago, our LRW assignments included
the entire problem wrong,
sprouts or any other
completing problems from the Interactive
Are you kidding me?! How
green
vegetable you
Be cautious with
Citation Workstation (thank you, Lexiscan that thing even tell if my
were forced to eat as a
Nexis). Some maniac in the Lexis fam
commas are in italics?! Well, your Bluebook pride, child, you better learn
ily endlessly sits at his computer screen
little ones, the Interactive Ci
to like it. TREAT will
however, because
thinking up ridiculously difficult and
tation Workstation scientists
be your saving grace
it can get you into
annoyingly obscure citation problems,
know when your commas are
when you go to write
grinning to himself, and finding comfort
italicized and if y our Dean's
trouble
your first memo and
in knowing that at least three-dozen lLs
Fellow is anything like mine,
^W'U offer some guid
will go blind sifting through the bluepshe knows, too. The silver
ance you're sitting in
ages looking for the correct answer. It is
lining is that now I can spot
your first three-hour
amazing that someone can be this lame,
an italicized comma, as well as a number
exam without a clue as to how to orga
but even more amazing is that Lexis pays
of other citation typos, which is a very
nize your answer to "Please analyze all
this person to be so lame. In any event
useful skill and one that you will soon
this was one of the most trying aspects of
acquire as well.

See Block on Page 10

evant, but because I have a word limit
to take into account.
Obviously, these stories get pub
lished because they get read, which
speaks to a larger issue within our cul
ture. Male politicians tend to be judged
exclusively on their record and personal
behavior, especially when it conflicts
with their political persona (shoutout
to Mike Duvall! Since this "Califor
nia Assemblyman" thing didn't work
out for you, might I suggest a career
in erotic fiction?). Women politicians
are, of course, rightly judged on their
records, but the efficacy of their ac
tions, speeches, and policies are viewed
through a superficial lens that focuses
on their physical appearance far more
often than men. Hillary Clinton's 2007
speech to Senate about the increasing
cost of higher education was overshad
owed by the tiniest little bit of cleavage.
An article about a House Judiciary
Committee meeting couldn't resist as
describing Representative Loretta San
chez as "resplendent in a black outfit
with silver sparkles". A quick overview
of the rest of the article discerned no
mention of the male members' outfits.
Seriously? Although those of you
who know me know I love sparkles,
and one day I hope to be resplendent
in them, I find the constant attention
paid on powerful women's clothing to
be demeaning, distracting, and irrel
evant. This country has been through so
much in recent years -one has to hope
that the focus remains on important
political issues: health care, the war,
education — not the clothing worn by
women involved in the resolution of
those issues.
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Law School Student
Groups Host Iftaar
The Muslim Law Students Association and the South Asia Law Students
Association hosted an iftaar, a breaking of the fast during Ramadan, on Monday,
August 31, 2009. Photos courtesy of Dean Susan Karamanian.

Case from page 6.

t
with sensible shoes, my footwear will
either be a required repeated talking
point or someone will just think I have
inappropriately dressed down.
So why.^iot choose the NYC
model and cab? I do. And while cabs
can be enlightening and entertaining-I
have had cabbies recite perfectly intoned
Maya Angelou poetry from stolen
books, equate my law school education
to army basic training, and passionately
explain the
Pakistani perspective on Kashmir-I have also had terrifying or simply
unpleasant cab rides too-including
shoeless drivers with holes in their

Game from page 6.
the length of a hospital stay.
Which brings me back to a public
option and why I believe the President
was right to stop backtracking on a
public plan. Americans should be
able to choose the coverage that works
best for their families, their health and
their pocketbooks. If a public plan
can deliver better and cheaper care for
families, then Americans should have
that choice for their coverage. If private
insurance companies can get creative
and innovate, then Americans should
have the choice of keeping their busi
ness in or taking their business to the
private sector.
But one thing is clear: No Ameri
can should go without coverage and no
one should be bankrupted by care. The
stakes here are higher than insurance or
costs or government plans. The stakes
are higher than all the buzzwords and
slogans that either side can muster.
Because the fact remains that roughly
every 25 minutes, a son or daughter, a
mother or father, a brother or sister, a
friend or relative dies for no other rea
son than that, in the richest country in
the world, he or she didn't have health
coverage. It was time for the President
to get back in the game and it's time for
this country to do better.

socks, endlessly dirty cabs that stained
my suits, and one gentleman who
locked me in the cab for 15 minutes to
lecture me about Delaware's great value
to corporate USA. I have never been so
terrified of cabs or of Delaware. The
rich cultural tapestry provided by cabs
is amazing, but it is not always what I
need when I am in heels or in a hurry.

What's more, all of these con
siderations are around-town consider
ations, not yet even taking into account
day trips, or driving to visit those who
have chosen to live in the hinterlands
far from the public transportation grid.
To be polite and social, it isn't exactly
proper to demand that friends and

Tortfeasors from page 4.
might be harmful and/or offensive.
Then I can't remember if I should be
concerned about a reasonable person
finding a hug or tap offensive or about
this person subjectively being offended
by my boorish contact. Then I decide
it's probably a better idea to just wave
discreetly from a safe distance.
I almost had a little tort panic
attack when I went out to some bars
over Labor Day weekend. Talk about
offensive and uninvited contact. Some
body gets a little too into the music and
hits someone else in the face, someone
else gets a little too drunk and makes
a little offensive contact with my butt,
then a bar fight breaks out (complete
with broken bter bottle). I sort of felt
like we should all have exchanged attor
ney contact information before leaving
the bar or at least have been required
to sign a release before entering the
dance floor.
Of course I'm exaggerating a bit,
but not that much. I spend the majority
of my waking hours reading, talking,
and thinking about people suing one
another over anything and everything
(torts), broken promises (contracts), big
arguments over issues that are by defini
tion not substantive (civil procedure),
and people just generally doing awful
things to one another (criminal law).
I'd like to think that this is just a phase,

family always come to me on my terms.
Sometimes weddings or house parties
mean we need to drive. On the weekends
Zipcars clear out. Taking my boyfriend's
suits and my dresses with us on bikes is a
challenge we know not how to meet.
The final vestige for the earless
when the random need arises, the rental,
aIso carries flaws.

Twice in ten years a

times, lacking the protection of rental
agency purchased insurance, I was
lucky that I and all around me were
safe drivers.
For each of these concerns, the
dedicated anti-car partisan can sacrifice
and overcome. I do and have done so for
a decade. But they aie sacrifices because
majority culture operates with the ex

car rental company to be unnamed gave
away my reserved car during Thanksgiv
ing before my reservation time. Twice in
ten years close friends at the last minute
provided me with their own car so that
I could drive to where my presence was
required, because on Thanksgiving the
rental cars all disappear. Each of those

pectation of a car. I hope never to be the
person who drives circles in a parking
lot for 15 minutes to find the closest spot
to the big box store entrance, but I might
park my Mini in the back as a grab a
couple of cases of this or that before I
and whatever family I then have head
to the shore for the weekend.

a 1L thing. It seems like as I move on in
law school and in the profession I should
be able to compartmentalize my lawyerly
skills to my working hours and go about
the rest of my life unburdened.
However, I am not optimistic that
my newfound pessimism is a purely
temporary phenomenon or will be easily

Kennedy from page 1.

/ almost had a little
tort panic attack
when I went out
to some bars over
Labor Day weekend.
contained or tamed. I know a lot of prac
ticing attorneys and, as Professor Peterson
informed my s ection during orientation,
attorneys are a pessimistic and (lowercase
'c') conservative lot. Attorneys make a
living out of being pessimistic. Attor
neys are paid to look for all the ways that
contracts can go bad, to plan for the dis
solution of marriages that have not even
begun, and to look for innovative ways to
assign blame or avoid responsibility. This
is not to say that becoming a pessimistic
person is an inevitable consequence of the
study and practice of the law. But, it is a
potential liability of which law students
and practitioners should be aware. A
happy lawyer is a good lawyer. Now, I've
got to go buy some galoshes.

the constitutionality of statues.
She added, "He also said that
he had been hearing excellent things
about GW Law, that we had top-notch
teaching and scholarship. In keeping
with his concern for legal education,
he emphasized that he wanted to speak
mainly to GW law students."
, D ean Lawrence said that GW
is "honored" to host Justice Kennedy.
His speech "takes its place in a deep
and long-standing relationship that we

GW is "honored"
to host Justice
Kennedy.
have with the Court," said Dean Law
rence, citing a series of Supreme Court
Justices who have served as faculty or
participated in competitions and con
ferences at the Law School. He added,
"Our close connection with the Court
and our ability to bring Justices here
on a regular basis is a great enhance
ment to the vitality of our school and
our community and demonstrates the
importance of our presence in Wash
ington, DC. There is simply no better
place to go to law school."
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Ask Yunji!

A New Leaf: Monthly
Wine Tastings
BY JOON SONG

BY YUNJI KIM

Columnist

Dear Yunji,

Columnist

My back

Writing a biweekly column is score of 50; the total score a wine can
harder than I imagined. Not only do I receive is 100. I took each individual's
have to write the article itself, but I have total score and averaged them for each
to conduct research (which costs money wine. Just for fun, I also asked the parand gets me drunk, which might explain ticipants to guess each wine s price,
my grades last semester) and come up
I was joined for this event by
with fresh, interesting ideas. If I wanted Heather Benton, Tim Frey, Yunji Kim,
to be fresh and interesting I would have Jill Meek, Kate Mereand, Lauren
gone for an MFA, not a JD.
Schmidt, and Terry Schoone-Jongen.
To solve these myriad problems I
First up, a sparkling wine from
decided to emulate my wine idol Eric Italy—the non-vintage Spumanti Gemin
Asimov, who, besides being the chief Prosecco di Valdobbiadene Brut. This
wine critic for The New York T imes, is a spumanti (or spumante) smelled of tart
nephew of the late science fiction writer, green apples and had sort of a honeyed
Mr. Asimov writes weekly and has two taste. However, it was "hot" and, well,
alternating columns. The first is called not very good. Yunji wrote: "If this
"The Pour" and consists of his writings were a blind date, I wouldn't call again."
on wine in general. The second is called Ouch. The average score for this wine
"Wines of the Times" and consists of was 80. Guesses for the price ranged
notes from tastings he conducts with cer- from $13 to $20. It was $13.99.
tain other members of the Times staff.
Next we had the 2007 Christian
Thus, I will be conducting monthly Lauverjat "Perle Blanche" Sancerre.
Sancerre is a region
wine tastings for
of the Loire Valley
members of Nota
of France that is re
Bene. I hosted the
nowned for its Saufirst one at my apart
vignon Blanc, which
ment last Tuesday.
in Sancerre is leaner
The theme for the
tasting "was "Sam-

mer Wines"—wines

that are light and
refreshing enough
to be enjoyed even
during these last
muggy days.
Unlike other
wine tastings I've
hosted, this Nota
Bene tasting was
disciplined. For instance, no finishing
a bottle before going on to the next: instead, I poured small tastes of each wine
in a steady progression and asked the
participants to discuss and write their impressions on a number of criteria. These
criteria were color (worth 3 points), nose
(7), taste (15), body (5), finish (10), and
overall impression (10). After assigning
each wine a score on these criteria, they
were summed up and added to a base

Lavo School follies

and more miner
al ly than examples
from, say, New Zea
land. I personally

loved this wine: it
was everything you
could want from a
good Sancerre, being
clean, lean, laden
with minerals, and
full of bracing acidity. However, everyone else on the
panel hated it. Terry wrote that "the
smell alone could cut through a nice
white sauce" (which may or may not
be a vote of confidence), while Jill de
scribed the finish as having "a delightful
aftertaste of dust and despair" (where'd
you get the dust from, Jill?). This wine
got the lowest score—76—and, while
See Leaf

on Page 11

hurts because my books are so heavy. What shall I do? Amldestined

to drag around a roly-bag?
Weary by the Watergate
Dear Weary,
I greatly sympathize with your quandary. On the one hand, you want
to avoid getting drafted into the ranks of the OFERs: One Floor Elevator Riders.
The OFER is that one special person in the crowded elevator who can instigate
a short but explosive flame of aggravation simply by pressing the '2' button. On
the other hand, textbooks and hornbooks are heavy, and wheels on bags provi e
a miraculous efficiency to the law student pedestrian. But when your elevator
commute has been extended by an additional 10 minutes, you begin to wonder
in expletive terms why l)the elevator is so slow, 2) you didn't take the stairs, and
3) roly-bags, like cigarettes, aren't banned from the school buildings as a public
hazard.
One way to lighten the load off your back is to arrange your reading
schedule so that you do most of your reading at school and you don't have to
carry your books home in the first place. What I started doing last year was to
ask the Copy Center to cut the binding of my books, three hole punch the pages
at the library, and only take the pages I need home with me. This way, I only had
to carry 20 pages of reading as opposed to an entire 8 pound text book.
So don't forget that, despite the Sisyphean task of carrying around your
reading, you still hold the fate of your elevator-identity in your hands. That ache
in your shoulders is simply a call for innovation, not a roly-bag.
Sincerely,
Yunji

Got a question about wha t's going around the law school, Fog gy Bottom, or the
world in general? Email notabenegw@gmail.com and ask what's on your mind. Yunji

has the answer!

Block from page 8.
potential tort liability."
Bottom line, yes, LRW sucks.
Writing memos about endangered
wolves or children with learning dis
abilities may not be how you choose
to spend your Saturday, but the class is
useful and deserves to be taken seriously.
So when you are about to lose it because
your fifth revision of memo one has
taken you three days and it still sounds
like it was written by a fourth-grader,
just remember, at least you don't have
to mess with the Interactive Citation
Workstation.
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Hearsay
Function: noun
1 : evi dence based on an out of court statement
2 : hilari ous statements made around GW La w

Bar Brief:
Pick-Up Lines

Overheard:
BY SET SAMII AND LISA STRAUSS

In the Hard Lounge - "Would you r ather be Will Sm ith,
which means taking 15-20 years off of your life, or be yourself,
and get less girls?"

Columnists

In Antitrust - "Every once and a while, I need to be put
back in touch with reality."
At the entrace of the law school - Guy #1 "What do you
want to do tonight dude?" Guy # 2 "Let's go get on t he Real
World!"
In Property - "Peoplecan be more attractive in your eyes
because they have more money."
Hear something funny in class or around the law
school? Email Hearsay at notabene@law.gwu.edu

Leaf from page 10.
worth $21.99, was valued at $8.99 up
to $25.00.
We followed up the Sancerre with
the 2007 Dr. Konstantin Frank dry
Riesling from the Finger Lakes region
of New York, rated 93 points by Wine
Spectator magazine. Dr. Frank was one
of the pioneers of winemaking in Amer
ica and in New York State. However,
his trailblazing ways did not translate
into success among the panelists. The
nose was delicate and the taste was
suggestive of melon, and the mouthfeel
was pleasantly acidic with just a hint of
petitionee (light carbonation). However,
as one writer noted there was a "metal
lic flavor at the end [which was] a bit of
a turn-off," and ultimately I found this
to be anuninspiring, though not insipid,
example of Riesling. Valued at $20.99,
people thought this was worth $11.00 to
$30.00 and gave it a score of 85.
Roses are wonderful summer
wines and have been gaining much
more acceptance in this country after
Americans realized they were not re
stricted to white zinfandel. Roses can
be made from almost any red grape, and
the 2008 Ave rose is made from malbec.
Malbec makes a powerful, sensual wine,
and its rose derivative was no excep
tion. Multiple people found hints of
strawberry jam on the nose (though I
also found hints of Japanese red bean
paste, which was loudly ridiculed by
everyone else). This was big yet not
necessarily over-the-top. Yunji char
acterized it as "the librarian who rides
a Harley to tango in Buenos Aires." I
guess that's good because people gave
this the highest score—92. The Ave
retails at $11.99, though people thought
it was worth much more.
Now on to the reds! While most
people don't equate reds with summer
drinking, there are many lighter reds
that wouldn't play second fiddle at a
barbeque. I served one of my favorite
wines, the 2007 Henry Fessy Moulin-aVent Beaujolais cru, and the panel gave
it 91 points. People found this to be a
complex wine, with everything from
dirt to strawberry and raspberry on the

nose and chocolate and berries in
the mouth. Moulin-a-Vent is known
as the most substantial Beaujolais
cru, and the Henry Fessy lived up
to that billing. Fortunately for law
school students, this quality doesn't
come at a high price. In fact, while
many people guessed this wine to be
$30-$40, it was actually only $17.99.
They gave it a score of 91.
The last wine was one I had
been looking forward to for a very
long time. This was the 2006 RadioCoteau "Savoy" pinot noir from the
Anderson Valley of California. Radio-Coteau (meaning "broadcasting
from the hillside" or, colloquially,
"word of mouth") is relatively new
to the scene but has already gained
somewhat of a cult status. I aerated
this bad boy in a decanter for about an
hour, which was a good idea because
it was still a bit closed upon first taste.
The nose had the requisite black pep
per, but we found notes of licorice,
candied wasabi, ground mustard,
and relish (come on, Tim!) as well.
It was smoky, dark, and complicated,
and had substantial tannins. The
thing I liked the best about this wine,
however, was that it had a very long,
very pleasant finish. People scored
this as a 91 and guessed it to be worth
anywhere between $12 to $50. It was
actually $70.99.
I think the Beaujolais and the
pinot noir highlight the fact that you
can drink good wine for very reason
able prices. Of course, you can pay
$70 for a good wine as well, but did
I think that the pinot was four times
better than the Beaujolais? No.
Overall, I would personally
recommend the Sancerre (against the
vehement declamations of my peers)
as a stellar wine at a terrific price. The
panel recommends the Beaujolais,
pinot, and rose. These are all avail
able at The Wine Specialist at 2115
M Street NW.

We're back suckas! We know you missed our shining faces and our ador
able snark so here it goes again...We promise to tell the truth, the whole truth,
and nothing but the truth. As future members of the DC Lawyers Assistance
Program, we are proud to present a bi-weekly run-down of DC hotspots. After
a 3-month summer hiatus, we are excited to be back to our usual bar hopping
shenanigans. This week we're doing something a little different.. .we keep sug
gesting that you hit up certain bars, but we haven't yet given you the tools to ensure
a successful night. Here are the top 20 law school related pickup lines to make
sure you never go home empty handed from a Bar Review (disclaimer...these
will likely NOT work).
Before getting into this review, we'd like to introduce ourselves to the new
batch of lLs at GW Law (everyone else, you, unfortunately, know us by now). Set
is a recent graduate of GW undergrad (no she did not wear tights, an oversized
white t-shirt, big black sunglasses, or carry a $5K bag...) and DC's very own
former bar wench. You will likely meet her soon as she will probably harass you
at Bar Review, which she is now partially in charge of organizing (suggestions
welcome!). Lisa, a Chicago/Philadelphia-import, is thrilled to be able to use her
newest batch of loan money to buy drinks, not books.

The Tools
I.1 want to adversely possess your body tonight.
2. Are you in section 69?
3. I'd like to illegally search and seize your body tonight.
4. See me and you in bed later.
5. Let's make an oral agreement tonight.
6. You have personal jurisdiction over my heart.
7. Want to receive some non-taxable fringe benefits tonight?
8. Man, you're an attractive nuisance.
9. You're really good at blue...booking.
10. I'm your get out jail free card.
II. You're in law school? Would you like to see m y briefs?
12. Don't worry, you won't be trespassing tonight because you have a
right of entry.
13. Let's make minimum contacts tonight.
14. Can I enter your stream of commerce?
15. I'll be the principal and you can be my agent.
16. Let's turn my mens rea into an actus reus.
17. If you'll be my mistress, we can get around the tax code.
18. Forget our minds, let's have a meeting of our bodies.
19. I'll show you my executive branch.
20. Are you DTF? (We know this isn't law school related but one of us
actually got asked this at last year's Halloween party)

Did you try theselines out successfully? Or get slapped in the face? If so, please
email us atgwbarbriej@gmail.com.
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DOCKET
law school events

Wednesday September 16
GW Law Association for Women General Body Meeting
First general body meeting of the year. Topics to include elec
tion of 1L Section representatives and club treasurer, as well
as an overview of this year's activities and events.
5:00-6:00pm, LLlOl
What to Expect - The Government Hiring Edition
Don't miss this great chance to get all the information you
need about launching your government career! The CDO's
Government Advisor will show the who, what, when, where
why and how of applying for all of the wonderful Government
opportunities and fellowships that are available to you!
5:00-6:00pm, SCC

Thursday September 17
Constitution Day Talk: Order out of Chaos
In honor of Constitution Day, the Jacob Burns Law Library

Don't read your horoscope today. Really, you're better off.

TAURUS (APRIL. 20—MAY 20)

You were abducted by aliens last night. And they wiped your memory
clean. Which might be a good thing. But they'll be back tonight, so get
the camera ready!

GEMINI (MAY 21—JUNE 21)

I could tell you how to win the lottery today - but you shoved me on the
stairs in the library, so you can just stay poor.

CANCER (JUNE 22—JULY 22)
You said you did your reading last week. YOU LIE!

f

LEO (JULY 23—AUG. 22)

When your attention starts to wander in class, just think - this will all be
over too soon, so enjoy your time here. Because when graduation
comes, you'll have no friends and all that monstrous debt to pay off.

VIRGO (AUG. 23-SEPT. 22)
We all have a bet going as to whether or not you'll fail out this semester.
It's not looking good for you.

LIBRA (SEPT. 23—OCT 23)
Maybe you should have spent the weekend doing your reading instead of
hanging out with all the illiterate Tea Party Protesters on the Mall. FYI:
socialism is not spelled with a "z."

SCORPIO (OCT. 24—NOV. 21)
You're never going to lose those 5/10/15+ pounds. You might as well
just give up now and gorge yourself on Tonic tater tots.

SAGITTARIUS (NOV. 22—DEC. 21)
Please don't talk in class - you sound like your mother dropped you on
your head as a baby. Multiple times. Intentionally.
CAPRICORN (DEC. 22—JAN. 19)

presents a talk by Dean Gregory Maggs on researching the
Constitution, featuring rare copies of the Federalist from the

There's someone in the hard lounge who smells like tuna fish. It m ight be

Library's Special Collections. (Refreshments will be served.)
4:00-5:00pm, Tasher Great Room, Jacob Burns Law Library

AQUARIUS (JAN. 20—FEB. 18)

Monday September 21
Deadline for Credit/No Credit Option
Midnight

Tuesday September 22
Careers in Immigration Law (SCC)
A part of Public Interest Careers Week - September 22
through September 24
At this series of panel discussions, a broad range of public
interest lawyers will tell you about their day-to-day practices,
the rewards and challenges of a public interest career and how
you can prepare yourself to follow in their footsteps.
5:00-6:00pm
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you. Please check and get hack to me.

Reach for the moon. If you miss, at least you'll land among the stars. And
then your eyes will bug out and your head will implode from lack of oxygen
and, well, ew.

PISCES (FEB. 19—MARCH 20)
Das ist Ihr Horoskop auf Deutsch. Fantastisch!

Thursday September 24
Nota Bene Thirsty Thursday
Come join the staff of Nota Bene for beer and snacks in the
Student Conference Center!
4:00-6:00pm, SCC
Law Revue Presents the Fall DC9 Band Gig
Come out and hear your fellow law students rock out! Tickets
at $6 and benefit the Law Revue Show.
9:00pm, 1940 9th St. NW

